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ABSTRACT 
For a singular matrix pencil sF - G the structure of the right rational null space 
@r is studied and new algebraic and geometric properties and invariants are estab- 
lished. The-results highlight the nature of the isomorphism between polynomial 
vectors of Zr and real vectors in the right spaces w, k > O},_defined as null spaces 
of Toeplitz matrices of (F, G). The alg e b raic structure of 2r is described by the 
properties of ordered minimal bases, as well as those of new invariants, the prime 
R[ s]-modules (4, i E fi}. Th: geometric structure of Z$ is defined by the properties 
of new invariant spaces, Pi, Pi, Yei, associated with 4, i E b-the high, low, and 
prime spaces-as well as some additional invariant spaces defined through the 
Toeplitz representation of ordered minimal bases. These new invariant spaces and 
modules are shown to be naturally defined also on the right spaces 4, and this 
provides an alternative geometric definition of them, which is independent of the 
original algebraic one. It is shown that the construction of an ordered minimal basis is 
equivalent to a standard linear algebra problem, the selection of a right system of 
generators for Gu;k, k > O}. Finally, certain parametrization issues for the polynomial 
vectors of Z$ are considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The algebraic notion of polynomial minimal bases of rational vector 
spaces Z’ [5] is central in the study of structure and solvability of linear system 
problems [9, 5, 30, 261. For state space systems, important rational vector 
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spaces emerge as null spaces of matrix pencils [6]; the polynomial vectors in 
such spaces characterize important system theory concepts, such as those of 
controllability subspaces [35, 31, lo]. Th e g eometric theory of linear systems 
([35], [32], etc.) may be p resented from a matrix pencil viewpoint [7, 9, 19, 
16,291, and this emphasizes the importance of the geometry of matrix pencils 
for linear system applications. The different families of invariant subspaces 
may be characterized geometrically in terms of subspace algorithms (1351, 
1321, [I], [22], 1231, 1241, [191, [16l, etc.) or algebraically in terms of the 
invariants of a restriction pencil [7]. Th e recent developments in the theory of 
singular systems [lS], and especially in the area of feedback invariants [I4, 
201, has created the need for a deeper classification of the coefficient spaces 
of the polynomial vectors in Z? than that provided by recursive algorithms. 
In this paper, the fundamental isomorphism between the polynomial 
vectors of the matrix pencil generated rational vector space S? and constant 
vectors in the null space of Toeplitz matrices is fully explored. This leads to a 
complete classification of the polynomial vectors of s?’ according to the 
dimension, range, and generation of their coefficient spaces, and introduces 
new invariant spaces characterizing the above properties. The conceptual 
origin of the approach is algebraic and comes from the area of minimal bases 
of rational vector spaces [5], but the final results are geometric in nature and 
suitable for real matrix computations. In fact, the coefficient spaces of 
different polynomial vectors may be computed without resorting to a reduc- 
tion of the pencil to Kronecker form [28]. Furthermore, it is shown that the 
computation of minimal bases of 2 may be reduced to a standard linear 
algebra problem involving computations with real matrices; note, however, 
that the suggested method in its present form does not present a numerically 
efficient method like those developed in [2-41. 
For a matrix pencil SF - G E RmX “[ s], which is assumed to be right 
singular, Zr =4{sF -_G> # {O}, th ere is a basic isomorphism between the 
polynomial vectors of Zr and constant vectors in the right spaces Gy;k, k 2 01, 
defined as null spaces of Toeplitz matrices, formed from the pair (_F, G). This 
suggests that there is a natural real geomet associated with Zr, which is 
defined by the properties of the sequence 9 r , k > 0) of spaces, referred to 
as right spaces. The algebraic structure of a general rational vector space S?’ is 
described by the properties of polynomial ordered minimal bases [33]. The 
study of the structure of ordered minimal bases has led to the definition of 
new invariants of 2 [ 111, which are defined by the set of R[ s]-prime modules 
{M,, i E ii;;) and th: invariant real spaces for each J,: the high, low, and 
prime spaces Pi, gi, yei respectively. For the case of matrix pencils, the 
completeness of polynomial vectors in the ordered minimalAbases leads to 
richer results on the properties of the invariant spaces Pi, Yi, -Ye,. The link 
between the properties of the right space cy;“, k > O} and the algebraic 
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structure of e is established by using the Toeplitz representation of ordered 
minimal bases [ll]; this representation introduces new families of invariant 
subs- for sr: the primitive and composite invariant space families {q$, 
j E k + 1, k > Em) and ($!$,j E k + 1, k > Ed}, where l i is the minimum 
of the dynamical indices of Zr. The properties of these new invariant spaces 
are fully developed and highlight the structure of the spaces 4. It is shown 
that the spaces w, k > 0) have Toeplitz type bases generated by finite sets 
of matrices, Y’, referred to as right systems of generators. The selection of a 
system 9 of generators is shown to be equivalent to the construction of an 
ordered minimal basis forZ$, and this provides a standard linear-algebra-based 
procedure for the construction of minimal bases. Finally, the parametrization 
of all polynomial vectors of e according to the degree and dimension of the 
associated coefficient space is considered, and some canonical representations 
of such vectors with respect to ordered minimal bases are given. 
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we state the problem and 
give some preliminary definitions and notation. In Section 3 we review the 
basic results on the algebraic and geometric properties of ordered minimal 
bases and give some new results regarding the pencil-generated space e. 
The Toeplitz representation for ordered minimal bases and some background 
definitions and results are given in Section 4. The main results regarding the 
properties of the right spaces @, k > O} and the nature of the fundamental 
pencil isomorphism are given in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we examine 
the parametrization of the polynomial vectors of Zr. 
Throughout the paper we denote by R, C, R(s) the real and complex 
numbers and the rational functions respectively, and by Z >, o, Z , o the 
nonnegative and positive integers. R”[s] are the ?z X 1 vectors with elements 
from the polynomial R[ s]; if _t E R”[ s], then a[~] denotes its degree. sPnx ’ 
denotes the set of m X n matrices with elements from the field or ring K If 
H ETA”, then J${ H},.J{ H} denote the right and left null spaces of H. 
Finally, if a property is said to be true for i E 6, this means that it is true for 
all 1 Q i Q n. The abbreviation cmi refers to a column-minimal index [5] of a 
pencil. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM, NOTATION, 
AND DEFINITIONS 
Let -%,” = {L = (F, G): F, G E Rfnx”}, and for L = (F, G> EPm n, 
let L(s, s1) = SF - CG, L(s) = SF - G, i(t) = F - ;G be the associated 
homogeneous, prime, and dual pencils respectively. We shall denote by 
Zr( F,G) =.JY{ L(s, s^)}, 2$F, G) =_d$ L(s, s^)) the rational vector spaces over 
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R(s, s^), and let p = rank,(,,;,(L(s, s^)}; we also denote by @. =J$J%~)], 
e =.~{i(t)} the rational vector spaces over R(s), R(t) respectively, which 
are referred to as the prime and duaZ right spaces of (F, G). Throughout the 
paper we consider right singular pairs L = (F, G), that is, pairs for which 
p < n and thus g(F, G) # (O}; th e case of left singular pairs ( p < m> with 
ZZ;( F, G) + {0) may be treated along similar lines and thus is not considered 
here. 
The aim of this paper is the study of real geometry and invariant-related 
issues of the minimal bases of the vector spaces Zrz7,, Pr; these two spaces are 
generated by the rational vector space tiF, G), which is a space of rational 
binary vectors _x(s, s^) satisfying 
{SF - ;G)g(s, s^) = 0. (1) 
Note that the study of such binary rational vectors is reduced to an equivalent 
problem of homogeneous binary polynomial solutions of (1) [27]; the study of 
homogeneous binary solutions (1 provides the means for a simultaneous n 
consideration of the various issues related to Z$ and PT. If R",[s, SI] denotes 
the set of homogeneous binary polynomial vectors of degree d, then an 
_X(s, s”) E R",[s, i] may be expressed as 
x, = [$,d, -xl&l.***, ~d.01~ _e(s,$) = [P,s?-I,..., sdlt, (3) 
where x, E RnXcd+'), c68', = {z,,d, z1 d-l,..., Xd,o), & = 
SpRk!o,d> i?l,d-l>***> gd.0 } are the basis matrix, basis set, and supporting 
space respectively of _x(s, s^), and the vectors zd, o, _xo d are called its prime 
and dual generators. If e(s, s^) satisfies (l), it is called a tight vector and 
i(s) = _x(s, l), i(Z) = ~(1, s^> are called right prime and right-dual vectors, 
respectively. From the definition of right vectors we have: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (F, G) EZ~,~, e(s, s^> E R",[s, s"] be as in (3). 
Then _x(s, SA) is a right vector of (F, G) $and only $ 
FXd,o = 0, Fz,_l,l = GzCd,o>.-.> FX,,, = ‘&,,ci-1, g = GXo,d> 
(4) 
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or equivalently 
0 
0 
0 
i 
-G 
gl,d-1 
-x0. d 
= _zdd(_x) 
cd.0 
xd- 1.1 
zd-2,2 = 0 -* (5) 
F 0 +.. 0 
-G F ..a 0 
0 _G . . . 0 
0 (j . . . -‘G 
0 0 *** 0 
= T,(F,G) 
The matrix Td( F, G) E R(d+2)mX(d+1)n, d = 0, 1, . . . , is referred to as 
the d-right Toeplitz matrix of (F, G), and $(r) as the composite representa- 
tion of _x(s, s^). The set ~8~ that satisfies (4) is called (F, Gbcyclic and may be 
considered as generated by either sd, o or x0, d; the latter statement character- 
izes the duality between the right vectors of L(s), i(t), which is summarized 
below: 
REMARK 2.1. For every f(s) = zO,d + a.0 +~~,~s~ E R"[s] nZ$, there 
iS its dual f(s^) = zo,,s^d + **’ +z,,, E R"[s^] n X,. The.vectors g(s), i(t) 
have the same degree, basis set, and supporting space, but differ in the 
ordering of the basis sets. This reversjon of the ordering expresses the 
essence of the duality between z and Zr spaces, and it is referred to as the 
power reversion rule. 
The power reversion rule expresses so-me of the 2spects of the differentia- 
tor-integrator type of duality between Lis) and L(s^) [13]. A study of e 
provides, by dua&y, similar results for Zr; thus, in the following we shall 
concentrate on Zr and the pencil L(s). From Proposition (2.1) we have: 
REMARK 2.2. Let 4 =.&$T,(F, G), k = O,l,. . .I, z’ = {_z : g E& for 
some k = O,l,... }, and .,& be the family 2f all g(s) E R"[s] n e (R[s] a 
maximal Noetherian module). The sets &, 2 are isomorphic, that is, for 
every g(s) EM? with a[i(s)] = k, there exists $ E&, where zk is the 
composite representation of g(s) and vice versa. 
We shall refer to the above isomorphism as the fundamental pencil 
isomorphism; it is through this that we may develop the rea! geometry of the 
minimal base:, as well as a set of new invariants for Zr. The algebraic 
structure of e is characterized by the invariants associated with the minimal 
: k = -2, -I,o, 1 ,..., r-2 = r-1 = 0, 
r, = dim4, k > O}, (6) 
(,y;(F,G))={&:k=0,1,2 ,... ), (7) 
and FT’,(F, G) is called the right (F, G)-sequence. 
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bases [5]; the real geometry ofgT is related to the properties of 2, which will 
be investigated here. Some essential definitions are given below: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (F, G) ~~~~~~ .J! =.J{Tk(F,G)), k = O,l,. . . , 
rk = dim&, Nk E R(k+l)xrk, rk > 0, a basis matrix of&, and let _z, ~4. 
(i) We shall refer to& as the k th right space (k-r.s.), Nk as a k th right 
matrix, and _z, as a k th composite vector. 
(ii) If a E Z, is the smallest integer for which rk > 0, we define 
REMARK 2.3 [15]. The sequence gT’,(F, G) is a strict equivalence invari- 
ant of (F, G). If (F, G) is right singular, then there exists a E Z, such that 
r, = 0 Vk < a and rk > 0 Vk > a. 
Our ma+ objective is the establishment of links between the algebraic 
aspects of z$, described by the properties of its minimal bases, and the real 
geometry of the spaces 4, k = 0, 1, . . . . Some preliminary results on the 
algebraic theory of minimal bases are considered first. 
3. MINIMAL BASES AND INVARIANTS OF RATIONAL VECTOR 
SPACES: BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The theory of invariants of rational vector spaces Z has an algebraic, a 
real geometry, and a projective geometry dimension. The algebraic aspects 
are those defined by the classical theory of minimal bases [5, 33, 251, whereas 
the projective geometry aspects are defined by the Plucker invariants of 
appropriate projective spaces [I2]. The real geometry aspects concern the 
theory of invariant real spaces associated with 2, and their study was initiated 
in [I71 and further developed in [ 111; our aim here is to review the basic 
results from the algebraic and real geometry theory of invariants of 2, which 
are essential for our present study, and then specialize them to the case of Z$. 
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Let z be an R(s) vector space of R"(s) with dim Z= p. The set J* of 
all polynomial vectors g(s) of SF’ has the structure of an R(s)-maximal 
Noetherian module [21]. A basis matrix X(s) E Rnxp[sI of2 which has no 
finite zeros [S] is a basis matrix of J?*, and if it is also column-reduced [34] is 
called aminimal basis of Z [5]. Minimal bases of Z are not uniquely defined, 
but all of them have the same column degrees, known as Forney dynamical 
indices [5]; the set of these indices is an invariant of P, and it is represented 
as 
Y(Z) 3 {(ei,Pi), i E /I;;:0 Q El < .** < Ep}, (8) 
where ei denotes the distinct values of the degrees, and p, the multiplicity of 
ei. The sets 9’(Z) E {ei, i E /l], AS?) are referred to as the list and the 
index of 2, and p = dim Z?= Z:,c 1 pi. A minimal basis of Z?, X(s), is called 
an ordered minimal basis if it may be expressed as 
X(s) = [X,(s),..., X,(s)], Xi(s) = [...,gij(s),...] E RnXp,[s], 
(9) 
where a[ _xij(s)] = ei, Vj E fij, i E ji. Any two minimal bases of SY are 
related by R[ ]- s unimodular matrices. The relationship between ordered 
minimal bases is described by the following result [33, 261. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X(s), X’(s) E RnXp[s], and assume that 2f.s) is us 
ordered minimal basis of 2 with index AZ) as in (8). Then X’(s) is an 
ordered minimal basis of 2 if and only if there exists W(s) E RpXp[s], 
S’[ s]-unimodular, such that 
” I 
X’(s) = X(s)W(s), 
where W(s) has the structure 
W(s) = 
PI Pz P3 
%-- -KG7 %z 
0 w2 Wm(s) 
0 0' 0' 
(10) 
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with W. E RPixP,, i E $, lW,l # 0, and Wij(s) = sPzjWii + *a* +Wi) E 
R PixP~[s’], pij < .zj - l i, but otherwise arbitrary. 
The R[ s]-unimodular matrices satisfying the conditions described above 
will be called AZ?)-structured matrices. In the following, if s(s) = skzk 
+ .a. +t_x, we shall denote [~(s)]~ = _x, = gh and [g(s)]l = _xo = _x’; simi- 
larly, if T(S) = [am. . . . . _x,(s)l, then [T(s)lh E [_x:, . . . . z,“l = Th and 
[T(s)], = [_x:, ..,, &I = T”. With an ordered minimal basis we may define: 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X(s) = [X,(s), . . . , X,(s)] E RnX~[sl be an or- 
dered minimal basis of 2~ R”(s), dim F= p, with index AZ) as in (S), 
and let Z,(s) = [X,(s), . . . , Xi(s)]. 
(i) We define the set of R[s]-prime modules {Ji, i E i;} by 
&i 3 col*spR[s~{ zi( s)} 2 i = 1,2 ,.**> P* (12) 
(ii) If 2: = [&(s)]h, q: = [&(s)]l, we define the sets of high and low 
spaces, {Yi, i E i;} and {Pi, i E ,%} respectively, by 
Pj = col.spa{z;}, Si = c01.sp,{Zf), i = 1,2, . . . , p. (13) 
(iii) If X,(s) = [zk,l(s), . . . , gk, Pk (s)] and zk is the supporting space of 
zA,{(s), i E _pk, then the set of prime spaces {St, i E 6) of X(s) is defined 
bY 
Si C i &?jk, i = 1, s ,..., p. (14) 
k=l j=l 
The importance of the above sets is established by the following result 
ml. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 2’~ R”(s), dirnF*= p, AS?) be its index [defined 
as in (S)], and {gi, i E i;}, {di, i E ,5}, {Pi, i E i;), {Zj, i E ,CL} be the sets 
associated with an ordered minimal basis X(s) of 2. The following properties 
hold true: 
(i) The modules Ai and the spaces gi, L@~, Si are invariants of 2 for all 
i = 1,2 ,.,.> p, and they satisfy the chain conditions 
“H1 cA%z c ... C.&q =A*, (15) 
91 cgaz c *** CLPP =9*, 3q c&g c . . . c&P +S*, (16) 
9q CL%!‘, c .** CLq =zz*. (17) 
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(ii) The module 4 has Gynamical indices 4 = {(Ed, p,), j f zc 0 < l 1 < 
. . . < l i}, the spaces Yi, Pi, SC are invariants of Ai, gi, .A?~ are proper 
subspaces of gi,, and 
dim~i=dim&+limA+ &ZPi. 
j=l 
(18) 
The spaces Y*, &*, SF’* are referred to as the maximal high, maximal 
low and maximal prime spaces of 2, whereas A* is the maximal R[s]-mod- 
ule in 2?. Note that by invariants of T (or A> we mean “basis-free” 
invariants. The significance of the Yi, Pi, 9i spaces is described by the 
following corollary [ll]. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let g(s) = skgh + ... +_x’ EZand J$ be its support- 
ing space. 
(i) If:(s) E.J, then yx eSi, ~~ EZ?~, and_x’ ~3~; furthermore, SL is 
the minimal dimension space that contains the supporting space yx of all 
g(s) E.&q. 
(ii) For every _x~ Eli (5’ Egi), there existsg(s) EJ such that [g(s)]h 
= sh ([ill = x9. 
The above results reveal the existence of real invariant spaces associated 
with any rational vector space P, and also 
such as the space S$. 
apply to the case of matrix-pencil- 
gen_erated spaces, For the matrix pencil SF - G, 
.Y(T) =4(F, G) denotes the set of column-minimal indices (cmi) of the 
pencil. The geometry of the real invariant spaces of 2r is richer than that 
corresponding to a general 2, and these specialized results are examined 
next. We first define: 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let (2’) = {_x~(s): _xi(s) E R"[sl, d[x,(s>l = ri, i E ?) 
be a set of R[s]-vectors, and let k; be the supporting space of _xi(s). 
(i) _xi(s) is called prime if dim x = ri + 1. 
(ii) (2) is called a proper set if the set {z, i E ?} is linearly indepen- 
dent; otherwise it is called nonproper. 
(iii) If (2) ’ p is roper and every vector _xI(s) is prime, i = 1,. . . , 7, then 
(2) is said to be complete. 
In the following we shall denote the %et of cmi of (F, G) by x(F, G) = 
{(q, p,), i E 6, 0 < l 1 < *.. 
<-l,p=C:,p,.F 
< EJ, orx(F,G) = {gj, j E 6, 0 < 2i < .** 
ma?& pencil [6] 
rom the Kronecker canonical form decomposition of a 
we have the following result. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let (F, G) •9~, n, and assume that Zr z (0). There always 
exists a complete minimal basis set of S$. 
Using Lemma 3.2 we may establish the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (F, G) l -5$m,n, 
... < E ) and (9. 
z(F,G) = KE,, p,>, i_E fi, 0 < e1 
i E ,$} be the set of prime spaces of e. If X(s) = 
[T.. ,XiCS>l”. . .I, XJsj’ = [. . . ,gs>, . . . I, a[g. (s>l = E. j = 1,. . . , P, i = 
1 , . . . , p, is any ordered minimal basis of gr, ‘ihen XCsi’ defines a co;plete 
set, and if xj is the supporting space of _xi&s), then 
(20) 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 it follows that to generate s%‘~ we may select any 
ordered minimal basis. Thus, we may select the complete ordered minimal 
basis established by Lemma 3.2, and (20) f o 11 ows from the definition of the 
complete ordered minimal basis. Consider now any ordered minimal basis 
S?(s) of @r, and assume that it is not complete. By the invariance of Zk, 
k = l,..., p, we have that they may be generated also by X(s) and thus 
From (21) it follows that if any subset of {-x{.(s), i E k, j E &} is not 
complete, then dim Sk < Ctij < cf+ pi(ei + 1s = rk, and this leads to a 
contradiction, since dim s%‘~ = rk. Thus, any ordered minimal basis of @r is 
complete. n 
For the space S$. we may establish some further properties of the 
associated real invariant spaces 9*, .TF*, LA?‘* as shown below. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (F, G) EP~, n, and pD*, @*, s%!* be the associated 
spaces of gr. The following properties hold true: 
x?(G) n R* =&*, _4y{F} nz* =9*, (22) 
Nr(G) nxr{ F} =&* n9* =&. (23) 
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Furthermore, if e1 is the smallest cmi and pI its multiplicity, then y # (O} 
and dim y = p1 if and only if l 1 = 0. 
Proof. By the definition of the 9* and s* for the matrix pencil case 
we have that Jr(G) n S* = 9 # {O} and G* ~9%‘. To prove that &* = k 
we have to show that ZZ c@*, or equivalently that the general _zO EL% is the 
constant coefficient of some z(s) E $r f~ R”[s]. If AS’ = 
1 . . . . _x;, g;, . . . ) 5;‘; . . . } is a basis of LX* defined by the coefficients of the 
minimal basis {_x,,(s), i E p}, then 
6 
2, = c cY;s; + *-. + 5 qq and Gz, = 0. (24) 
j=o j=o 
Since the vectors {_xb(s), . . . , g?,(s)}, i E F, satisfy the chain conditions (41, it 
follows that 
z,-1 $-I ;I 5 
Fg, = c ajlF$ + -a. + c cxjPF$’ = c CY~‘_~G$ + ... + c ol,‘-lG$‘, 
j=o j=o j=1 j=l 
and for the vector zi = Zfl aA_ x! + e** + C’:c (UP XP (25) implies Fz, .l 0 I i-1’ 
= Gg,. We may continue t!he”p~o&A and define 
where CX~_~ = 0 if k > Zi. The vectors .z _k generated as above satisfy the 
chain conditions (4), and thus g(s) = _zo + s_z, + **. +_z; ~9~ for every 
_zo EJ${G} l-l9*; this establishes the first equation of (531, whereas the 
second follows along similar lines. 
Note that if &-e{ F} nA$G}, then & # {O) if and only if there exist 
_z # 0 such that Fz = 0, Gz = 0, i.e., &r has constant vectors, or equivalently 
Ei = 0; in this case (ei = O), dim / = p1 and / C&S!*. From (23) we have 
that 
3 n9* =_4${F} ndq{G} f-is* =&n7*. (27) 
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If l r # 0, then J$(F} nJY;(G} =/ = {O}, and thus also from (27) we have 
&* n 9* =x = {O}. If ei = 0, then 3 f {O), x E 9*, and thus (27) im- 
plies also (23). n 
Some further aspects of the real geometry of @r stem from the Toeplitz 
representation of ordered minimal bases [ll], which is discussed in the 
following section. 
4. TOEPLITZ REPRESENTATION OF ORDERED MINIMAL BASES 
AND SOME FURTHER GEOMETRIC INVARIANTS 
The Toeplitz representation of any ordered minimal basis of a rational 
vector space 2 [ll] provides the means for introducing some additional 
geometric invariants of 2, as well as tools for the full development of the 
geometric aspects of the w, k = 0, 1, . . . } sequence of spaces, which is the 
main topic of this paper and developed in the next section. Some basic 
definitions and results from [ll] on the Toeplitz representation and related 
invariants, which are needed for the study of 4 spaces are summarized in 
this section. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let d E Z,,, M = Ipj : pj E Z,,, j E il, m = 
xi= 1 pj, and let R(d + 1; n, m> = s%‘(‘~‘)” Xm. Any 2 E R(d + 1; n, m) is 
called a naturally partitioned matrix with characteristic d and may be 
represented as 
where Zi E Rnxr,, Zi E R”‘“, Zj E R(d+l)nxpi vj E 6, i E h+l. These 
representations are referred to as &-normal, row, and &-column representa- 
tions respectively, and d as the index of Z. For any Z E R(d + 1; n, m> we 
define the spaces 
@i(Z) = col.sp,( ZJ, GE, (29) 
ZqZ) = i6q(Z), iEd+l, S(Z) =%+1(Z)* (30) 
j=l 
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If Y= {(di, ri>, i E j?, 0 < d, < a** < dp} is an index set, then 
R(Y; n, m> = (R(d, + 1; n, ri>, i E j?, 0 Q d, < a** < d,, m = CrElri} is 
the set of all ordered sets of matrices Z = {Z(i), Z(i) E R(d, + 1; 72, T-~), 
i E c}, Z is called an &system of n-naturally partitioned matrices, and 
J = {di, i E @} is its characteristic. The link of the set R(.F; n, m) to 
polynomial matrices is described below: 
REMARK 4.1. Let Y= (di, ri), i E F, 0 Q d, < .*a < d,, m = CrElri‘i) 
be an index, and let R’J$m[sI be th e set of all block-partitioned, degree- 
ordered polynomial matrices Z(s) = [Z,(s), . . . , Zp(s)I E RnXmCsI, where 
Zi(S) = sdz;~ + . . . +z; E px’J”l, zg, # 0, i Ej3, (31) 
(32) 
There is a natural representation map v : Rym[s] + R(Y; n, m) &fined by 
v(Z(s)) = (v(Z,(s)) = Z(i) Vi E 6). 
On the set R(3; n, m) we may define special operations as shown below. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let 9= {di, ri>, i E 6, 0 G d, < *** < d,), and con- 
sider 2 = {Z(i), i E fi} E R(Y; n,m). 
(i> If Z E R(d + 1; n, r) is assumed to be in its row representation as in 
(28), then we define the q th Toeplitz shifiing as the function r k : R(d + 
1; n, r) + R(d + 1 + q; n,(q + Urn), k = q + d, where 
&.ZG 
z, 0 ... 0 
. . . . . 
. . 
0 
Zd+l 
0 . . 
Zl 
. . . . . 
0 ..: 0’ Zd+l 
1 q blocks 
= TdK(Z) E R(d+l+q)nx(q+lh. 
(33) 
T:(Z), k 2 d, is the k th Toeplitz matrix of Z, and rd. Z = Z. 
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(ii) We may extend the function rrk on R(Y; n, m> in the following 
manner: If SF E R(Y; n, m), then for all k : di < k < d,+l we define 
rk.~~ T;(Z) = [~~~(z(I));..,T(Z(~))] E R(k+l)nx’L> (34) 
where c$: = EjJk + 1 - dj) j T , and is called the (k, Y)-Toeplitz matrix of 
2. If k = d,, then T,dp(Z) = T”(Z) is called the normal Toeplitz matrix of 
2. 
The Toeplitz shifting also applies on the set RFm[s] if we use the 
representation map v defined in Remark 4.1. In the following we consider 
ordered minimal bases X(s) = [X,(s), . . . , X,(s)] E R’J$‘YsI of 2 with 
index Y(P) =4= {(ei, p,), i E G, 0 < l 1 < .** < s}, dim%‘= p = 
CL r p,. The significance of the Toeplitz matrices associated with the ordered 
minimal basis X(s) is examined next. We first note: 
REMARK 4.2. If g(s) E Zn R”[sl, d[g(s>l = k, and X(s) is any or- 
dered minimal basis of 2, as in (9), then 
g(s) = &(s)n,, _ai(s) E RP1[~], (35) 
i=l 
where d[a,(s)] < k - q if k > l i, and _ai(s) = 0 if k < E,. 
The above representation of x(s) E 2’~’ R”[s] is referred to as a strut- 
tured representation and may be equivalently expressed as shown below: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let g(s) E R”[s], let d[x(s)l = k, gk E Rck+l) be its 
composite representation, and let X(s) be an ordered minimal basis of 2. 
Then g(s) E Z’ if and only if 
g, = [T,?.(X,),...,T~(Xi)]ni,k~ (36) 
where q = max{ l j : k 2 q}, v(X,(s>) = X(i) = Xi, and gi, k is some vector 
of real numbers. 
The above result establishes the existence of the fundamental isonwr- 
phism between vectors of R”[s] n F and constant vectors in the column 
space of (k , 9)-Toeplitz matrices. The normal Toeplitz matrix of X(s) 
(defined for k = EJ is simply denoted by T”(X) and has dimension (eP + 
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l)n x 4, where C#J = C PL= I( efi + 1 - l j)pj is the order of 3; some proper- 
ties of the normal Toep rtz matrices are summarized below. 1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let ZC R”(s), dim P= p, A%) be the index of2 
as in (S), C#I be the order of ,SY, and X(s) be an ordered minimal basis with 
normal Toeplitz matrix T”(X). Then X’(s) E R’J?P[s] with normal Toeplitz 
matrix T”( X’) is an ordered minimal basis of 2 if and only if there exists a 
Qn(W> E R &‘@, ]Qn(W)] # 0, such that - ” ” _ 
T”(X’) = T”( X)Qn(W>, 
where Q,,(W) has the following form: 
C”l(W,,) Tz’(W,,) **. T$$WJ 
0 
QnW> = . 
Tz(W,,) ... TC$qW2,) 
0 -. 
0 . . . 0 T$+%P, 
(37) 
) (38) 
where 5i = ej - 4, and Tk$Wij) is the k th Toeplitz matrix of Wij(s) = 
CJ’Wij + ‘.. + Wi> E Rp~~p~[s], with Wij, . . . , WiJ arbitrary matrices. 
The above result is the equivalent, in Toeplitz matrix terms, of Lemma 
3.1; Q”(W) is the representation of an A%?)-structured unimodular matrix 
and will thus be referred to as an &Y)-structured matrix. If X(s) = 
[X,(s), . . . , XJdl is an ordered minimal basis, then we denote by Z,(s) = 
[X,(s),..., X,(s)], 4 = {(ej, pj), j E i, 0 Q l 1 < a.. < ei} its ith partial 
ordered minimal basis and i th partial index. For all k such that l i =G k < ei + 1 
or l P < k, the k th Toeplitz matrix of X(s) is defined by T,(X) E T$$Zi), 
and it is a (k + 1)n X 4: 
1 - Ej Pj). 
naturally partitioned matrix where 4; = 1; = Jk + 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Fdr any ordered minimal basis X(s) of 2 and k, one 
has l i = max{ej < k}, rankTk(X) = 4f = Ejzl(k + 1 - ej)pj. 
Since Tk( X) are naturally partitioned, we may define families of sub- 
spaces for any ordered minimal basis X(s) using Definition 4.2. Thus, for all 
k such that l i Q k < l i+ 1 or eP Q k we define 
$.“< X) = @j(Tk( X)), iEGG+ (39) 
T”(X) = T(Tk( X)), iEjc+ (40) 
4(X> =*+1(X) =%+,(T,(X)). (41) 
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The properties of these new families of real spaces have been recently 
established in [Ill and are summarized below: 
THEOREM 4.1. For all i E j2, the families (cT~‘~(X), j = 1, . . . , l i + 
l},{~~( X>, j = q, . . . . e, + l}, def ine d on an ordered minimal basis X(s) of 
2, are invariants of 2. 
Because they are independent of the choice of ordered minimal basis, we 
may simply denote the above families by (gE,) = {@j;El, j = 1,. . . , l i + l}, 
(zq = {Sq j = l,..., l i + 1) and refer to them as the e, th primitive 
and the l i th composite space families of z?? These new families of spaces are 
related to those defined before as shown below. 
REMARK 4.3. If pi, Fi, si are the ith high, low, and prime spaces of 2, 
then a7 = pi, @‘~+, =Pi, q::, =9Pc, =9Ti Vi E 6. 
Some further properties of the families (@e,), (%$,) are discussed next in 
the context of matrix pencils. 
5. THE TOEPLITZ STRUCTURE OF RIGHT ANNIHILATING SPACES 
OF A SINGULAR PENCIL AND ITS GEOMETRY 
The study of the fundamental pencil isomorphism is the main objective of 
this section. This involves the establishment of the links between the minimal 
basis theory of the rational vector space e of (F, G> and the sequence M, 
k > 0) of right annihilating spaces. The basic isomorphism between polyno- 
mial vectors of a general vector space Z and vectors in the column space of 
Toeplitz matrices suggests that Toeplitz matrices are central in the study of 
the sequence of spaces @, k > O}. The distinguishing feature of the space 
2r is that every minimal basis is complete; a consequence of that property is 
the establishment of existence of Toeplitz type bases for 4, which com- 
pletely describe their structure. The geometry of the sequence @, k > O} is 
fully developed here and enhances our understanding of matrix pencil 
geometry; furthermore, the properties of the spaces & provide tools for the 
computation of minimal bases and associated spaces. 
The sequence w, k = 0, 1,2,. . . } induces the sequence 
SYr(F,G) = {rk : k 2 -2, rP2 = r_1 = 0, r, = dim&, k > O}, (42) 
known as the (F, cl-right sequence, and its properties have been studied in 
[I5]. The sequence Z?,._( F, G) is completely defined by the set of cmi <(F, G), 
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or e_quivalently by the index A&, and may be used for the computation of 
AZ). Throughout th is section we shall let z( F, G) = J%@) = 9 = {( l i, pi, 
i E G, 0 Q El -=Z ... < Ed}, 4 be the ith partial index, and J = {er, . . . , E,) 
be the range of 3 The basic properties of gr’,(F, G) are summarized by the 
following two results [15]. 
THEOREM 5.1. The sequence gr(F, G) = (rk, k > -2, r-z = r_1 = 0) 
is completely defined from -U;( F, G) as: 
(i) rk = 0 for all k : k < Ed; 
(ii) rk = C{= 1 pi(k + 1 - Ed) for all k : ej < k < E~+~; 
(iii) rk = CE 1 pj(k + 1 - ei) for all k : l p < k. 
From the above result, the characterization of the sequence gr’,(F, G) as a 
piecewise arithmetic progression sequence is derived and stated below: 
COROLLARY 5.1. The sequence gr(F,G) = {rk : k > -2, rP2 = r_1 = 
0} satisfies the conditions 
rk > 2rk-l - rk_2p k=0,1,2 ,.... (43) 
In particular, we have that: 
6) Strict inequality holds if and only if k = E E J. In this case the 
multiplicity p of the cmi E is defined by 
p=r,+r E-2 - 2r,_,. (44) 
(ii) Equality holds for all k P J. 
The above result allows the computation of Zr( F, G) from the sequence 
er’,( F, G) using a singular point analysis based on (44) or a Ferrer type 
diagram [15]. An immediate consequence of the above results is the charac- ,. 
terization of duality between sJ$ and Zr spaces. 
REMARK 5.1. For all k > 0, p(Tk(F, G)) = p(T,(G, F)) and thus 
gY’,(F, G) = er’,(G, F); by the latter c?ndition and Cor@ary 5.1 it follows that 
3@?) =x(F, G) =x(G, F) =3(e), i.e., Pr and Z$ have the same index. 
We consider now a sequence of right annihilating matrices 
(45) 
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where Nk is a basis matrix of ,y;“, and _a = e1 is the right characteristic of 
(F,G). Note that NL is naturally partitioned; it will be assumed to be simply 
Xl 
x0 
(46) 
By Definition 4.1 we may introduce the spaces@~(Nk),‘%‘$Nk), i E k+l, 
9( Nk) = Yk + r( Nk) for Nk. For each column LZ: of Nk we denote by 
Lq =L2&_z;> = r::, j = 0, 1, . . . , k) the i th supporting set and by A -A_z:) 
= sp{Si] the i th supporting space of Nk. With Nk we also associate the 
polynomial matrices 
h!f[S, Nk] = 2 Sixi, A.!?[,_, N,] = &%-, (47) 
i=o i=O 
and the modules 
flN,) = COl.sp,~,+f[s~ Nkl)> c!+?)&) = col.sp,I,-l{hf[s^, Nk]}. (48) 
For the above spaces and modules the following result is readily established 
from their definition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If Nk , Ni are any two right annihilating matrices such 
that Ni = NkQ, Q E RrkXrk, IQ1 # 0, then 
gi(Nk) =gi(N;) =c@, K(Nk) =q(N;) -qk Vi E k, (49) 
S’( Nk) =S’(Ni) =kk, (50) 
M[s, N:] = M[s> %I@ iI@, N;] = @s^, Nk]Q> (51) 
.9’(Nk) =s(N;) ~8, c@(Nk) =.@(N;) =g. (52) 
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The above results demonstrate the invariance of the vector spaces and 
modules with res ect to the particular selection of basis, and their depen- 
dence only on Ji We shall refer to &F, qk, &k respectively as the (k, i>- 
primitive, (k, i)-&mpnsite, and characteristic spaces of 4, whereas 3, $ 
will be called the k-prime and the k-dual module of .@ respectively. The 
properties of these new invariants of & are considered next. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let _$F, G) = {(E,, p,), i E j2, 0 Q q < **a < Ed) be 
the index of e, X(s) = [X,(s), . . . , X,(s)] an ordered minimal basis, and 
Z,(s) the i th partial minimal basis, and let Tk(Zi) be the k th Toeplitz matrix 
of Z,(s), Vk > ei. The following properties hold true: 
(a) p(T,(Z,)) = 4: = I?$=,(k + 1 - cj)pj Vi E fi. 
(b) For the right annihilating space @, k > 0) we have: 
(i) For all k : k < Ed, A$ = {O). 
(ii) Forallk:q<k<q+l, Tk(Zi) is a basis matrix for&. 
(iii) For all k : ep Q k, T,(X) = T,(Z,) is a basis matrix of&. 
Proof. (a): Let Xj(s) = C?=asiX,l’ E RnXf'fs], j E l From the com- 
pleteness of the vectors in X(s), it follows that the matrix 
y”=[...;x; ,..., xi,xg;...], j E 27, (53) 
has full column rank. Note that Tk(Zj> has dimensions (k + 1)n X 4: and 
that (k + l>n > 4: Vk > ei. If we assume that Tk(&) loses rank, then from 
the Toeplitz structure [see (33)] it follows that subsets of the column blocks in 
Pi are linearly dependent, which clearly contradicts the completeness prop- 
erty. This proves part (a). 
(b): From the definition of the minimal degrees part (i) follows. Consider 
now the case where ej < k < E~+~. The matrix Tk(zj) has 4: linearly 
independent columns, and each of these columns _tk satisfies the condition 
T,(F, C)_t, = 0; thus, the columns of Tk(z,) form an independent set in 4, 
and since by Theorem (5.1) rk = dim& = &, they define a basis for 4. 
The proof of part (iii) is similar. W 
Theorem 5.2 establishes the existence of a sequence of right annihilating 
matrices {Nk, Nk = Tk(Zi> Vk > O}, which are Toeplitz matrices satisfying 
the conditions of part (b), and they are dependent on each other. Such a 
sequence will be called a right annihilating Toeplitz system, and its proper- 
ties are intimately related to the geometry of .J! spaces and minimal bases of 
q. In fact, it will be shown that the construction of a right annihilating 
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Toeplitz system is equivalent to the construction of a minimal basis of 2$. A 
number of properties of the spaces and modules associated with 4 are 
examined first. 
COROLLARY 5.2. LetA/= {(E,, pi>, i E I;;, 0 G q < 0.. < ew} be the 
index and {gi, i E @), {giifi) the high and low coefficient spaces of gr. 
For the sequence {CT/, i E k + 1, k > 0) the following holds true: 
(i) Foralli~~andallk>O,@~~@~+‘. 
(ii> For the families (ET:, k > Ed), {cc?‘~+~, k > aI) we have 
cgk-l c dk 1 1 and @‘t-l c &i+1 (54) 
ifandonlyifkk]={ i, E 
- 1, k = Ed + 1,. . . , 
i E j2). Furthermore, for all k = ei + 1, . . . , l j+ 1 
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, any set of right annihilating matrices wk : k 
2 g = l 1) may be used for the definition of the spaces &j;i, and thus we may 
select a Toeplitz system of right annihilating matrices. wk, Nk = T,(Zi) 
Vk > ~~1. Clearly, Nk are n-naturally partitioned, and we shall denote by Nl, 
i E k + 1, the ith row block. From the Toeplitz structure we have: 
(i): N’ k+l is obtained from Ni either as a trivial expansion (append 0 
blocks, or by-ending a nontrivial block; because of this property, @/ L 
r&+‘Vi~k+l. 
’ (ii): F rom the Toeplitz structure it follows that for all k = l j + 
1 >**., Ej+l - 1 or k = l p + 1,. . . the matrix Nt is a trivial expansion (by 
appending a zero block) of Nt_ i and thus 69: - ’ = @,k. Given that the 
nonzero column blocks in Ni are the high coefficient matrices {Xh, i= 
1,2,. . . ) j) it follows that d, k = pj. Note that Ni is not a trivial extension of 
Ni_ i if and only if k = ej E J. In this case Ni is obtained by appending to 
Nt_ i the matrix Xi, which has columns independent of ~9’1”~ ‘, and thus 
d,k- ’ c &‘f. The proof for {@l+ i, k > l l) is similar. n 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let 9= {(ei, pi>, i E ji, 0 5 e1 < *-. < EJ be the 
index and {-y,Pi, i E fi) the set of prime spaces of Zr. For the families {q”, 
i E k + 1, k 2 0) and {gk, k 2 0) the following properties hold true: 
(i) qk-’ G qk Vi E I; and k > el. In particular, 
yif-1 cWrk 
z Vi E I; (56) 
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if and only if k = ep E J = {ei, i E fi}; otherwise, i.e. if k = Ed + 
1 >...> Ep+l - 1 (or k = Ed + 1,. . . ), then Fkml = qk Vi E 6. 
(ii> For all k > l l and i E k, Kk c K”,,; in particular, ay ep = m&e,, 
i E jI7~ such that k 2 Ed}, then 
qk CSF$, Vi E ep, S@ =Y$ =Sp Vi > l p + 1. (57) 
(iii) 9k_ 1 csk Vk > 15~. In particzdar, 
(58) 
if and only if k = gp E J = {ei, i E i;};_ othemjse, i:e. if k = l p + 
1 f..‘> Ep+l - 1 (or k = Ed + 1,. . . >, then Sk-1 =.%$ =.%$. 
Proof. We use a Toeplitz system {iVk = Tk(zj), k > Ed} and shall denote 
by Nl the ith row block of the n-naturally partitioned Nk, i E &??. From 
the Toeplitz structure defined by Theorem 5.2 and Equations (331, (34) we 
have that, if {X:, j = 0, 1, . . . , EJ are the matrices associated with the ith 
block of column> in Nk, i.e. 
Nk = [T,l(X’);...;T$(XP)], (59) 
0 . . . 0 
x< *. : . . 
x4_, . . 0 
q 
XL, . I 
xi . . : 
. . 
. . . 0 Xi 
O,<E1< ..a < eP < k =G E~+~, (60) 
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then it is obvious that for all k > ej we have 
%$T;(Xj)) =%$fi =col.sp[XjJ,...,Xjj+,_,] if i Q l j+ 1 (61) 
= col.sp[x;j )...) x&o )...) o] if i>ej+l. (62) 
From the above condition it is obvious that the following hold true: 
Note that for the space qk we have 
where 0 < l 1 < *** < l p =G k < ep+l, (65) 
and thus we may distinguish two cases: 
(a> If k = ep E J, then qk-i = CT:rlTki- ’ and from (64) we have 
j=l j=l 
and thus qk 2 qk ~ ‘, since WPf i # {O}. 
(b) Forallk=ep+l,...,ep+l-l(orallk=eP+l, 
tion (64) implies 
qk-1 = &&-‘= 
1,’ &$ = qk. 
j=l j=l 
By combining (a) and (b>, part (i) of the result is established. 
To prove part (ii) we note that (62) also implies that 
z$ czqi+l Vk > cj, i = 1,. . . , ej, j E ,CL, 
(66) 
), the condi- 
(67) 
(68) 
Tki -jyi+1 Vk > 4, i = l j + 1,. . . , j E 6. (69) 
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By (65) and (68) (69) it is clear that if l p = max{ei, i E fi} such that k > l P, 
then ?@ c ZV$ 1 Vi E $,. For the case where i = cp + 1,. . . , then (65) 
and (64) (68) imply 
qk = i%yi = &‘c,+l = &7j=9p. (70) 
j=l j=l j=l 
Given that {Xii, j = 0, 1, . . . , ei, i = 1,2, . . . , p} originates from a minimal 
basis, its span is the p th characteristic space L%?~, and this completes the 
proof of part (ii). From the definition of s?~ and parts (i) and (ii) part (iii) 
readily follows. a 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let Y= {(q, p,), i E jIi, 0 < l i < *** < l P} be the 
index and {ML, i E i;} the prime set of R[s]-modules of 2$. For the family 
{2$, k > 0) of modules, 2TP1 ~5 Vk > l i. In particular, 
3-l =5 (71) 
if and only if k = l p E ] = {ei, i E ,!i}; other&e, i.e. if k = l p + 
1 >...> l p+i - 1 (or k = eP + 1,. . . 1, thenq_l =JF =A~. 
Proof. Following similar steps to those in the proof of Corollary 5.3, we 
select a Toeplitz system of right annihilating matrices. From (59) (60) and 
the definition of Y(N,), it follows that if we denote Xj(s) = s ‘J Xj + *.. +Xd, 
then for Vk : l p < k < l p + 1 (or l P Q k) we have 
I 
flNk) =q = Fe Vk: eP =G k < E~+~, (72) 
j=l 
q Q-(T~(Xj)) = col.sp,[~l{xi(s)....,s~~EJxj(s)}, i E$. 
(73) 
It is clear from (73) that e = col.~p~~,~JX~(s)} Vk > l j, i E 1;, and thus 
92 = COl.SP,[,]{ X,( s) >. . , Xp( s)} =A$ Vk: cp Q k < Ed+,, (74) 
since Z,(s = [X,(s), . . . , XP(s)I is a partially ordered minimal basis. From 
(74) the rest of the proof readily follows. W 
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The establishment of the relationships between the spaces and mpdules of 
the sequence &@, k > O} and the invariants of the vector space Pr implies 
that the computation of algebraic concepts, such as those of minimal bases 
and associated invariants, may be reduced to the standard linear algebra of 
real matrices. The key tool in linking w, lc 2 O} to the properties and 
invariants of minimal bases has been the notion of a Toeplitz system 
established by Theorem 5.2. The reverse problem, that is, the construction of 
a general Toeplitz system, is equivalent to the construction of minimal bases 
of Fr from w, k >, 0) and is examined next. We note first some properties 
of matrices from R(d + 1; n., r). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let N E R(d + 1; n,r>, Jf= (N’ : N’ = NQ, Q E R”‘, 
IQ\ # O}, and let us assume that N is complete. Then: 
(i) Eve N’ ~4” is comp&te. 
(ii) ~~~~~~~~~ = (k - d + 1)~ VN’ EMand k 2 d. 
(iii) Fur every N’ EJP” and any k > d, the R[s]moduZes q(W) = 
ITS) are ~~~i~~l ~oet~~e~~n,, 3$(W) = 9’(N), and any mu&ix 
M[s, N’) is a rn~n,~~l basis. 
Proof. Let (N’) = iN,&. . . , N;, N;), (N) = fNd, .. . , N,, Iv,] be the 
row block representations of matrices N’, n! ~~(~efinition 4.1). Then since 
N’ = NQ, IQ1 # 0; we have 
P; = [N&a.., N;, Ni] = [A$, . . . . N,, N,]diag{Q, . . . . Q} = Pdc (75) 
and thus p(Pi) = p( Pd), since 101 + 0. Since N is complete if and only if 
&Pi) = (d + l)r, part (i) f 11 o ows. The proof of part (ii) is identical to that 
given in part (a) of Theorem 5.2, and it is thus omitted. The arguments used 
in the proof of Corollary 5.4 prove that for all k >, d, flT,k(N’)) = 9(W). 
However, from (75), M[s, N’] = M[s, N]Q and thus fliV’) =fiN). The 
completeness of N implies that M(s, N) has full rank for all s and it is 
column reduced; this implies that M( s, N) is a minimal basis and the 
R[s]-module .9’(N) g enerated by its columns is a maxima1 Noetherian mod- 
ule. m 
The main result, establishing the existence and also demonstrating the 
construction of special Toeplitz type annihilating matrices, is given below. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (F, G) ~,Zgm, n with 3&F, G) = {CC+, p,), i E ji, 0 
< El -** <~),andZetC/yrk,k~O},~~7,(F,G)={~~:k~ -2,r._,=r_, 
= dirZ&) be t{ e associated sequences. The following hold true: 
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(a) The ordered pairs (q, pi), i E ,G, are defined from er’,( F, G) by 
El = min{k :.J! f {0}}, p1 = dimeI, (76) 
1 
i-l 
1 
i-l 
Ei = min k : rk > C pj( k - Ej + 1) , Pi = rE I 
j=l 
- ,f; Pj( ‘i - Ej + ‘>’ 
(77) 
(b) There exist families { Nk *, k > Ed} of right annihilating matrices which 
have the following properties: 
(i) vr\r,T = G,, E R(EI+~)“~PI is an arbitray basis matrix of xl, then as a 
matrix of R(E~ + 1; n, pl) is complete. 
(ii) For any k > l 1 let l i = max{q : k > l j, j E G}. Then 
(78) 
where &, E R(e,+l)nxp~ is an arbitrary basis matrix for the subspace KL 
defined by 
fl = col.sp,[ T,:l( GE,);. . . ;T<7&1)] @ Y$ (79) 
The set of matrices { $ : 6 E R( E. + 1; n, p.), j = 1, . . . , i] Vi E b is 
complete. If 2$ is the itl? pr?ne spa& of (F, Gj, then 
Proof. (a): This part follows readily from Theorem 5.1, and its proof is 
omitted. 
(b): Let X(s) = [X,(s), . . . , X,(s>],_XjCs> = C:‘=lsiX,j E RnXPi[sl, j E /Ii, 
any ordered minimal basis matrix of 8, and let us define 
Vi E ji. (81) 
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The set Z = {Xi :Xi E R(E, + 1; ri, pi>, i E ,G, 0 < er < ... < Ed} is 
complete, in the sense of Definition 4.4, and satisfies Theorem 5.2, i.e. 
defines a right annihilating Toeplitz system. Using Z’ we can prove the result 
as follows: 
<i>,: Let tic, E R(El+l)nxp 1 be an arbitrary basis matrix of Jy;El. It is clear 
thatNE1 = X,Q, Q f RPIXpl, 101 # 0, and since X, is complete, by Lemma 
5.1 it follows that NE, is-complete, which proves (i). 
(ii): We set NeT = NE, and prove the result by induction. We first note 
that for all k > el, T$N,,) has dimensions (k + 1)n X p,(k - el + l), its 
columns are in & (since the columns of GE, are in .J?>, and by Lemma 5.1 
it has full rank. For all K : e1 < k < l 2 , it is clear that r, = dim& = (k - 
e1 + l)p, and thus * Nk = Tk(G ) is a basis matrix of 4. For k = l Z, 
r = dime2 < ~~(6s~ - 
tl% implies that 
l r ;‘l),‘and in fact, rc2 = p2 + & - El + 1); 
e’ = col.sp[T;2(iGJ] e3 Y& dim Y& = pz # 0. (82) 
If GE2 is any basis matrix of x2 (not uniquely defined), a basis matrix forsJ;Es 
is defined by 
(83) 
An alternative basis is defined by the corresponding matrix of the Toeplitz 
system corresponding to 3, that is, 
N; = [T.:‘( X,); X2]. (84 
Since NE:, NE, E R(+ + 1; n, rJ are basis matrices ofe2, then by Proposi- 
tion 5.1 and Corollary 5.3 we have 
s(N;) =s(NE,) =&> (85) 
where ZJ?~ is the second prime space of gri-. If we express iGE,, GEE, as 
Nil E R’lXpl, Nj2 E Rexp2 vj 
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then (85) implies that if we define the matrices 
P,,, = [x: ,)..., x;; XE” )...) x,2] E Rnx(El+c,)+z, (87) 
p* = 
1.2 [N;, . . . , N;; NE;, . . ., N;] E Rnx(E1+c2)+z, (88) 
then 9( NG) = col.sp{ PT2} = S’( NE,) = col.sp{ P,,,}. Since P,,, P& have 
the same dimensions and the same column space, it follows that they have 
th_e sa_me rank. Thus, completeness of {X1,X,) imphes completeness of 
IN,,, NE,}. From (85) and (87) 
9%‘( N, ), where obviously &%‘I 
we have that FZ = 9( NE,) @ 9( N,,) = JJ?~ @ 
(2 
= Z( Xi> = 9?( NEl). The step for i = 2 is gener- 
alize to the general case following identical arguments, and thus the general 
step is omitted. n 
Part (a) of the above result provides an alternative test for the computa- 
tion of the index set -$(I?, G). Part (b) d emonstrates that a right annihilating 
Toeplitz system {NC, Vk 2 Ed) may be constructed without resorting to the 
algebraic tools of the minimal basis theory. If an ordered set of matrices 
E R( l j + 1; n, pj), j E i;, 0 < e1 < ... < l F
> (89) 
is constructed as described by Theorem 5.3, then it belongs to the set 
R(Z n, p), Y=-6F, G), p = CE i p,, it generates a right annihilating 
Toeplitz system { Nz, Vk > Ed) according to (851, and it will be called a tight 
system of generators of (F, G). The algorithmic procedure for the construc- 
tion of g is based on Theorem 5.3 and is summarized below: 
ALGORITHM (Construction of a right system of generators G). Let 
(P, G) EZ~, m, and let &, k > 0}, gr’,(F,G) = {rk : k > -2, T_~ = r-i = 
0, ?-k= dim&, k > 0). A 
constructed as follows: 
right system of generators Y = NJ> may be 
Step 1. Let l i = min{k :& f IO]}; then ei is the smallest cmi and 
p1 = dim<1 is its multiplicity. The first matrix in ,Y is any arbitrary basis 
matrix GE, of<1 and SE, E R(E~ + 1; n, pl>. 
Step 2. Let l 2 = min{k : r, > p,(k - cl + 1)); then eQ is the next 
value of a cmi (et > l i), and pz = dim<2 - pl(ez - l 1 + 1) is its multi- 
plicity. The space fl’ may be expressed as 
@” = col.sp dim Y& = pz. (90) 
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Any basis matrix i’?+ of Y&, tiEZ E R(E~ + 1; n, ps), defines the second 
matrix in .F. 
Step i. Let us assume that the partial index .&i = {(ej, pj), j = 1,. . . , i 
- 1, 0 < E1 < *** < ei_ 1} has been computed, as well as a corresponding 
set St-r = {$ : if E R( l j + 1; n, pi), j = 1, . , . , i - 1). Let q = 
min{k : rk > 1$31 pj(i - l j + l)}; then ei is the next smallest value of a cmi 
and pi = dim* - Ci: i pj( l i - l j + 1) is its corresponding multiplicity. 
The space 41 may be expressed as 
.J? = col.sp, Tc, [ l ~(iq;... ;?;;L&)] @ Z:,> dim Ki = pi. (91) 
Any basis matrix GE, of K,, gE, E R(E, + 1; n, p,), defines the next matrix 
in FZ. 
Termination. Note that max{ei} < min(m, n) and thus the procedure 
terminates in at most min(m, n) steps. We may speed up the termination by 
noting that a necessary condition for k to be the value of a cmi is that 
t 
7T k= min(m, n) - C l i pi - k > 0, (92) 
j=l 
where {(Ed, p,), j = 1,. . . , i) are the pairs which have been determined up to 
the k - 1st step. Given that rk > “k + 1, the procedure terminates for some 
r for which ~~ < 0. 
Note that the inequality (92) f 11 o ows from the Kronecker canonical 
decomposition. The above algorithm defines both the set Yc(F, G) and a 
right system of generators .F. A number of properties of a right system of 
generators are summarized below. 
COROLLARY_!% Let 27 E R(Y; n, p) be a right system of generators of 
(F, G), 3’ = {NE1 E R(ej + 1; n, p,>, j E fi, 0 < e1 < a.0 < •~1, and let 
, N/ E Rnxpj, i = 0, 1, . . . , l j, j E 6, (93) 
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For the given system 9 the following properties hold true: 
(i) The matrices N(s) 5 [N,(S), . . . , N,(_s)],~ $t> E [i’?Js^), . . . , P$(S)I 
define ordered Tinimal bases for the spaces q:,q respectively. 
(ii) Zf LZJ~, gi are the i th high and low coefficient spaces of e, then 
Zp[N’ El’. . * , h::], 8 = [N,',..., N;] (95) 
are basis matrice: for gi, gi respectively. 
(iii! Zf Si, ~2~ are the ithy prime spaces of @r,% respedively, then 
gi = 9{, i E ji, and a basis matrix is defined by 
Rj = [N;, . . . , N;, N,‘; . . . ;N:],-, N,“, N,;] . (96) 
Proof. The columns of N(s) are vectors in S$. From the completeness 
of 9, it follows that N(s) has full rank over R(s); it is column reduced and 
has no zeros, since otherwise the completeness property would be violated. 
By Corollary 5.4, for all k > cll the matrices Nz generate the same module, 
which is the maximal prime module A$$ =A$* generated by N(s). Thus, 
N(s) is an ordered minimal basis of Zr. Note that _by a complete cyclic 
reordering of the blocks N/ in each of the matrices NE,, we obtain matrices A 
NC, E R(ej + 1; n, 4) which define a right system of generators Z@ for the 
pair (F, G). Using identical Aarguments, it follows that N(s^) is an ordered 
minimal basis for the space Zr, and this completes the proof of part (i). Given 
that N(s), 2\j(s^) are ordered minimal bases of S$,% respectively, parts (ii) 
and (iii) follow from Corollaries 5.2,5.3 and the definition of the relevant 
spaces. n 
Corollary 5.5 clearly demonstrates the importance of the right system of 
generators 9 in the construction of ordered minimal bases and associated 
modules and invariant spaces; note that a system 9 is not uniquely defined, 
and the relationship between any two such systems is described below. 
REMARK 5.2. If g’, 9’ are any two right systems of generators, then the 
relationship between them is equivalent to that between their corresponding 
minimal bases; in fact, if 
(97) 
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is the normal Toeplitz matrix of 9, then 37, .Y are right systems of 
generators for (F, G) if and only if 
Tn(q = T~(~)Q,(w), (98) 
where Q,,(W) is an arbitrary J$( F, G)-structured matrix defined as in Propo- 
sition 4.2. 
This remark is a straightforward consequence of the relationship between 
s-systems and ordered minimal bases on one hand and the results of Section 
4 on the other. 
6. PARAMETRIZATION ISSUES FOR THE RIGHT VECTORS 
OF (F, G) 
An integral part of the study of the fundamental pencil isomorphism_ is the 
parametrization of the right vectors of (F, G) (polynomial vectors of z> and 
their classification according to degree and primeness properties. This classi- 
fication is intimately connected with the characterization of the nested sets of 
high and low coefficient and prime spaces and prime modules of (F, G) in 
terms of the properties of the right vectors which are associated with them. 
The representation of a general right vector with respect to an ordered 
minimal basis introduces a parametrization of them in terms of the elements 
of the canonical basis matrix. This parametrization provides the means for the 
study of degree and primeness properties of the right vectors. 
If L$(F, G) =Y= {(ei, pi>, i E ji, 0 < el < ... < Ed}, 3’ = {Xj : X, E 
R(ej + 1; n, pi>, j E fi} is a right system of generators and for all j = 
I, 2,. . . > P 
(99) 
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where Xi E RnxP~, i = 0, 1, . . . , ej, then we may define the matrices 
W; = [W. 1 ,..., Wj,p,] E R”‘?, 
I. 
R = [Ql,&..., Qp], p E [W,,W, ,..., Wp] E Rnx’> 7= f 7i> 
i=l 
q = [Q~,Q~,..., Q,], Pi E [Wl, Wz,.. ., Wi] E Rnxus, ai = 5 ‘ij 
i=l 
where R is called the block structured and P the column structured matrix 
of F. Clearly, both Rj and Pi define basis matrices from the ith prime space 
Zi and bases R, P for W*. With this notation we may state the following 
representation result. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let (F, G) ~2~ n, let ?? be a right system of genera- 
tors, and let z(s) = J&,(s) = sksk f **I +_x, E R”[s], X = [.k, . . . , _x,, soI, 
LT, # 0. The vector g(s) is a right vector of (F, G) if and only if 
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where R, P are the block-column-structured matrices of .Y, i is the index 
defined by ei = max{ej : k > E., i E fi}, and E , j = 1, . . . , i, and Dj, l, 
j=l ,..., i, I= l,..,, pj, are t /l e blocks defined or all j E z-by / 
Dj,l = 
!i! 
E RTIX(k+l) 
&,l ,.i,l . . . 
pi PI- 1 
adJ 0 . . . 0 
0 c$;l ,j,l . . 
P,- 1 
a&” * . 0 
with gj E R4, a)’ E R, 7j = pj(ej + I), pj = k - l j.
The above result is a restatement of Proposition 4.1, and its proof is 
omitted. We shall refer to E(g), D( _x> as the composite and the simpZe 
canonical basis matrix of x(s), respectively, with respect to the system 8. 
Note that E( _x) is derived from D(s) by a mere rearrangement of the blocks, 
and vice versa. The D( _x> representation has been introduced in [lo] and 
used for the study of possible dimensions of controllability subspaces. The 
matrices E(g), D(g) p rovide a parametrization of all right vectors of (F, G) 
with respect to a given system 27’; in fact, Proposition 6.1 implies: 
REMARK 6.1. For any given right system of generators g’, there is a 
natural isomorphism between the family of right vectors of (F, G) with 
degree k > l 1 and the families of E(g) or D(g) matrices. 
The E(_x), D(g) p re resentations are especially useful when issues of 
primeness of the right vectors are considered. The properties related to the 
primeness of right vectors are considered next. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Let g(s) = skgk + “’ +a, + _xo be a nonprtme right 
vector of (F, G), and let u be an index for which the vector chain 
{_x0> _x,, * *. > _x,_~} is independent but 
There exists a right prime vector g*(s) = s “-I + a** +s_x;” + zf defined by 
1 -a1 *** *** --@k-l 
0 1 -a1 **. -ffv-2 
[&..> &I= [_xlJ>...> $-II ; **. *.. . . . : 
. . 1 -a1 
;, ..: ..: . . . 1 
and thus sp(,* , . . . , _x,*_J =8,* c spI_xo, -. . , ?“I =A. n 
This result is implicit in the reduction of a pencil to its Kronecker 
canonical from [6], and it is stated without proof. The characterization of the 
primeness properties of the right vectors, as well as issues related to their 
generation, is considered next. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (F, G) EP~,~ with x(F,G) = {(q, p,>, i E ji, 0 
< El < **- < EJ, s(s) = s$ + a.0 +szl + x0 E R”[sl, gk # 9 be a right 
Vector of (F, G), 8, = sp{zk,. . . , 
Zf {Pj : i E j.l}, {9iTi : i E fi}, {.J 
go}, and let E, = max{ej : k > ej, i E ,C}. 
: i E ii} are the spaces and modules of q, 
then the following hold true: 
(a) If_x(s) EJ&, th en gk E9,, and yz CzV; furthermore, if Xx E zV- 1 
then s, P Sq_ 1 and z, C#q_ 1. 
(b) If k > C,Y_, oi(ei + 1) - 1, there exists no prime right vector z(s) 
with a[_x(s)] = k. 
(c) For every k such that q, < k < C,y= 1 pi(ei + 1) - 1, where e, = 
max{E. : k > l j), there exists at least a prime tight vector g(s) EA” with 
d[&)l = k. 
(d) For every vector zr ~9,,, there exists a family of right vectors _x(s) 
such that [~(s)]~ = sV and a[_x(s>] > E,; furthermore, if _x, EP,, and zr E 
P,,_ 1, there exists a family of prime rtght vectors _x(s) such that [ _x(s)]~ = zf, 
~3[_x(s>] = r = l y, and c(s) EMU, but P.&~. 
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Proof. (a): This part follows readily from the definition and properties of 
9,,, 9,, , Av and Proposition 4.1. 
(b): Since for the given k we have E, = max{ej : k > 4, j E @CL), all right 
vectors g(s) E_,&, and by part (a) yx ~9~. Since dim sV = a, = C,V= r pi(ei 
+ 0, we have dim &r B a, for all vectors z(s), and thus if k + 1 > a,, the 
set {_xk,. . . , _xJ will be linearly dependent for all such right vectors _x(s). 
(cl: By part ( ) 11 
o<e;< -.* 
a , a vectors x(s) E.A$. Let {ei, j E 8, 8 = pr + *.* +p,, 
< l h} be the set of cmi of &. Clearly, C,Y_ I pi( l i + 1) = 
I;= r( EJ’ + 1) = a,, and if k + 1 < 0;) there exists some integer g such that 
i (E; + 1) <k + 1 < F;,, + 1) < 5 (E; + 1) = 0,. (106) 
j=l j=l 
Proving that if k + 1 < q there exists a prime vector with degree k is 
equivalent to proving that the canonical basis matrix D( _x> may become a full 
rank matrix for some appropriate selection of the parameters. By (106) it 
follows that the parameters in II may be selected as shown below: 
-e;+ 1- 
r------------ 1 
,ag 0 .” 0 , 
I I 
I I 
; 0 ag .‘. 0 ;4+1-~ (ei+l) 
I I ,=I 
I. : 
10 0 
C-T--- 
; ag+1 
l 0 
I 
I . 
1 
0 
__I___ 
0 
0 
I 
I 
I . 
5% 1 
_______c~_~~_~~_~~~ 
0 0 IO 
i : 
0 jo 
---------_-- 
0 
( 107) 
By the assumption that oj # 0 for all j = 1,. . . , g, g + 1 there is clearly a 
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(k + T) X (k + 1) submatrix of the type diag{n,, . . . , ag+ 1}, and thus D(g) 
has full rank. 
cd): By Proposition 6.1 the family of right vectors of a given degree k is 
expressed by 
X=Q,E, + ... +QYEY = PE(-), ( 108) 
where E, = max{ ej : k > ej, j E i;} and the blocks E, are defined as in (103). 
If _x, •9~ is a given high coefficient vector, then it may be expressed as 
( 109) 
where cyi are the first vectors in the matrices El, j = 1, . . . , v, whereas the 
vectors {&l-i ,..., gk, j = 1, . . . . 
:p 
V) are arbitrary; this proves the existence 
of a fame y of vectors with degree k > E, and with the property that 
x(s) E_&, [a consequence of the fact that X is expressed as in (10811. Note 
that vectors with degree k such that g, EL+‘,, but with ZJ(S) E-J& may be 
defined if we write 
X = Q,E, + ... +Q,E, + 1-0 +QiEi (110) 
with the first vectors gj,, . . . y cyp, ’ defined as in (log), the vectors 
v+1 
cyp,+l~-**~cup, v+l all zero, and the rest of the parameter vectors arbitrary. 
Consider now the family of vectors of AV with degree k = E,. This family 
is expressed as 
E, = block-diag{ &‘} E R pJEv’ I)’ (G+ I). (III) 
If zx, ~9~ and _x, EL?,_ i, then the condition (109) implies that cyp” # 0, 
where p, = l , - l , = 0, or that &’ # 0. For this family of right vectors, 
nonprimeness implies that there exists a vector c = [ci, . ,. , cEv+ l]t z 0 such 
that Xc = 0. Since _4$( P) = {0}, the last condition implies E,_c = Q, or 
cpoy = Q, i = l,...,e,+ 1; (112) 
since &’ # 0, (112) implies ci = 0 Vi and thus leads to a contradiction. n 
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Parts (b), (c) of the result describe the possible degrees of right vectors of 
(F, G). This p ro bl em is equivalent to the linear systems problem of finding 
the possible dimensions of controllability subspaces [3I]; the proof of part (c) 
follows closely the proof given in [lo]. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The fundamental isomorphism between the polynomial vectors in %r and 
the constant vectors in the right spaces w, k > 0) has been studied in 
detail, and this has revealed new geometric invariants for rational vector 
spaces and matrix pencils. The geometric properties of the right spaces &, as 
described by the Toeplitz bases, provide the means for reducing the compu- 
tation of the algebraic notion of minimal bases to a standard linear algebra 
problem. The numerical aspects of this alternative procedure are not exam- 
ined here, but the theoretical procedure suggested here may provide the 
basis for an alternative methodology to that developed in [2-41. The fine 
characterization of the polynomial vectors of Z?, in terms of generation and 
properties of the coefficient space, provides useful tools for the classification 
of minimal indices of singular systems [I4, 201 as well as the minimal bases, 
and thus it is essential for the study of feedback invariants and canonical 
forms under different transformation groups [20]; this is also under investiga- 
tion at the moment. The distinguishing feature between matrix-pencil-gener- 
ated ordered minimal bases and general rational vector-space-ordered mini- 
mal bases is that in the latter case, the completeness of the corresponding 
polynomial vector set is not always guaranteed; extension of the results 
presented here (and based on the completeness assumption) to the general 
case, where completeness does not hold, is under investigation at the 
moment. This is important for both computation of general minimal bases 
and study of the dynamics of general polynomial system models. 
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